2. Let Ma.flO, a < ft, be the class of functions \j l ft non-decreasing in <a;fi> and such that J d^CtD * 1. Next, let a g : A x <a,(J> -» C stand for a function that satisfies the conditions :
Ci3
for any z € A, there exists a derivative g£ continuous with respect to t e <a,p> , Cii3 for any t e <a,ft> , the function g is holomorphic with respect to z e A.
Denote by Eg C cf. We shall define one more class of functions to be considered in the paper. Let 9 be an arbitrarily fixed non-constant entire function. Denote by K the class of functions f of the form f • 9 • u-, where u-« E . This is also r r g a compact and connected class of functions holomorphic in the disc A.
In the paper we shall find necessary conditions for functions of the classes Eg and to be boundary; we shall also
give an example of applying one of the theorems obtained to the determination of the set D^ in some special case of equation The expression |z** -d| 2 attains its minimum for z** = zQ. Using now the wellHcnown inequality CC21D
, ? « S , z € A ,
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